The virial ratio between kinetic and gravitational terms provides key insight into the balance of forces that confine a molecular cloud, but the clumpy and filamentary structures of resolved clouds make it difficult to evaluate this ratio in a consistent way. For clouds with resolved maps of column density as well as a line tracer, we demonstrate that the gravitational energy can be estimated directly from observations in a manner similar to the kinetic energy. This offers improved diagnostic power and consistency. Disentangling a cloud from foreground and background materials is a persistent challenge, for which we introduce a strategy based on Abel's transform. We provide proofs of principle using simulated clouds.
INTRODUCTION
Interpretations of molecular cloud observations often rely on the virial ratio
between kinetic (T ) and self-gravitational (W cl ) energies. These are the most easily observable terms in the virial theorem, which relates radial accelerations to four energetic terms: (Clausius 1870; Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953 ; here in Lagrangian form McKee & Zweibel 1992) . Here I = r 2 dm is the trace of the cloud's moment-of-inertia tensor (relative to its center of mass at r = 0); T is the total (bulk plus thermal) kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame; T 0 = 1 2 P r · dS represents confinement by external pressure on the cloud boundary; W = r · g dM is the (negative) gravitational energy (of which W cl is a part: see § 2.1), and M and R are the terms due to magnetic and (usually negligible) radiation forces, respectively.
Corresponding author: Ayushi Singh ayushi.singh@mail.utoronto.ca Equilibrium interstellar structures, if strongly selfgravitating and supported by thermal pressure, have virial ratios of order two or somewhat higher; for instance, α cl = 2.1 in the critical Bonnor-Ebert sphere. Insofar as observed clouds are not far from equilibrium (Ï < |W|) and radiation pressure is negligible, values well below two indicate strong magnetic support (high M/|W|), while values well above two indicate strong confinement by external pressure (high 2T 0 /|W|), as might result from the weight of an atomic envelope or the ram pressure of exterior flow. Likewise, a region with α cl > 2 is energetically unbound, in the sense that the sum of self-gravitational, magnetic, and kinetic energies must be positive in the center-of-mass frame. In practice, the virial ratio α cl is usually estimated by means of the virial parameter introduced by Bertoldi & McKee (1992) ,
This is especially convenient because it only requires one to evaluate the cloud's mass M cl , effective radius R cl , and line-of-sight velocity dispersion σ cl,z . Its relation to α cl is derived from two observations. First, if the velocity dispersion along the line of sight is representative of the other two directions, then 2T 3M cl σ 2 cl,z . Second, if one defines the parameter a by W cl = − axis ratios satisfy 1 ≤ a ≤ 2 (Bertoldi & McKee 1992) . Combining these, α cl α BM92 /a.
As a practical example of its use, consider the decreasing trend of α BM92 with decreasing mass and increasing column density in star-forming molecular regions. The virial parameter frequently exceeds two in the regions identified as giant molecular clouds (Heyer et al. 2009 ), whereas it drops to well below unity in the dense, filamentary regions representative of massive star and star cluster formation (e.g., Bertoldi & McKee 1992; Kauffmann et al. 2013; Traficante et al. 2018b) , notwithstanding the existence of apparently pressure-confined substructures (e.g. Bertoldi & McKee 1992; Chen et al. 2018) . This trend has been interpreted in terms of pressure confinement on GMC scales and incipient or ongoing collapse on star cluster formation scales (Field et al. 2011; Kauffmann et al. 2013; Matzner & Jumper 2015; Traficante et al. 2018a ) in which turbulent motions are fed by gravitational compression (Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011; Goldbaum et al. 2011; Robertson & Goldreich 2012) . These conclusions are consistent with modern simulations of wellresolved galactic disks with supernova feedback.
Making precise comparisons requires estimating α cl across a range of environments and observations. However, this becomes difficult when high-resolution data reveal that the cloud of interest is composed of clumpy and filamentary structures; this makes the assignment of a cloud boundary somewhat arbitrary and the value of R cl somewhat uncertain. Various authors use the size of a model fit to the data, or a width at half maximum, or the square root of the enclosed area to evaluate R cl . Studies are not always consistent about the other terms: σ cl,z is often taken to be a typical value of the local line width, even in the presence of significant velocity gradients, and approaches differ on whether all the column projected within the cloud boundary should be counted toward M cl , or whether M cl should be taken from a fit to the data (and if so, which profile to fit). Finally, if α cl is to be inferred from α BM92 , then a is sometimes estimated from the apparent density profile but otherwise assumed (explicitly or tacitly) to take a certain value.
Our goal, therefore, is to offer a relatively consistent strategy for estimating W cl and T , and hence α cl , directly from the available observational data given a userdefined cloud boundary. The most novel aspect of our proposal is a way to estimate W cl directly from cloud column density maps ( § 2.1) with essentially the same fidelity as the evaluation of T . We also recommend an evaluation of T (albeit not a novel one) in § 2.2. Finally, we propose a reasonably model-independent method ( § 3.1), based on the Abel transform, to remove foreground and background material associated with the region of interest. Our proposed approach eliminates some ambiguity, while highlighting the fact that the viewing angle dependence, and the removal of foreground and background matter, remain limiting factors in the evaluation of T , W, and α cl .
DIRECT ESTIMATION OF VIRIAL TERMS
We now turn to how to estimate terms in the virial theorem directly from observations. First, we define our terms.
We consider the cloud volume V cl (coordinates r = [x, y, z], with z along our line of sight), defined in threedimensional space by its density distribution ρ(r) and, as observed, by its projected column density Σ cl (x, y) = V cl ρ dz. When projected onto the plane of the sky, the cloud is enclosed by the area A cl . The cloud mass is
The mass-averaged radial velocity along each line of sight is v z (x, y), so the line of sight velocity of the cloud's center of mass is v CM,z = M −1 cl v z Σ cl dx dy. The thermal velocity dispersion σ th (x, y) represents all particles along each line of sight (not just the line-emitting particles) and is defined so that 3 2 Σ cl σ 2 th is the thermal kinetic energy per unit area. The nonthermal velocity dispersion σ NT,z (x, y) indicates variations in the bulk radial velocity within each resolution element, including velocity differences along the sight line.
Gravitational energy
The term W is composed of two parts: the cloud's gravitational self-energy, W cl = V g cl · r d 3 r where g cl is the gravity of cloud matter alone, and a term due entirely to tidal gravity from the cloud's environment,
3 r. Following tradition, we define α cl in terms of W cl alone; this is also the reason we call it α cl rather than simply α. We note, however, that W ext can be nonnegligible for clouds whose densities are not far above the Roche limit and that it is usually positive.
While uncertainty about the distribution of matter along the line of sight prevents one from obtaining W cl directly from Σ cl , we can compute a similar quantity: W cl,2D , which is 2/π times the value W cl would have if the cloud were collapsed to a thin sheet (at the same distance) in the plane of the sky. (We use the subscript '2D' to indicate a quantity derived from projection along one line of sight.) Mathematically,
where ψ cl,2D is the corresponding potential. Figure 1 . To estimate the gravitational energy W of a threedimensional cloud from its observed column density, we calculate the energy it would have if along the line of sight into a sheet (dotted line). Averaged over orientations, the energy of the sheet is exactly π/2 times greater than the cloud energy ( § 2.1). This result holds for each pair of masses comprising the cloud, illustrated by m1 and m2 in this schematic.
A main result of our paper is the definite relation between W cl and W cl,2D :
where · · · means an average over orientations. The proof is simple: the gravitational energy of a threedimensional mass configuration equals the sum of pairwise energies for all pairs of particles within it and the same is true of the flattened configuration. Two such particles of masses m 1 and m 2 , separated by distance r 12 , have pairwise energy −Gm 1 m 2 /r 12 . If we project them alongẑ on to a sheet, such thatẑ ·r 12 = cos θ = µ, as in Figure 1 , the separation within this sheet is (1 − µ 2 ) 1/2 r 12 and the gravitational energy within the sheet is larger than in the cloud by the factor (1 − µ 2 ) −1/2 . Averaging over angles gives the factor
(1 − µ 2 ) −1/2 dµ = π/2 which cancels the prefactor 2/π we introduced in defining W cl,2D . A detailed derivation is presented in the Appendix.
As a corollary, any spherically symmetric cloud satisfies W cl,2D = W cl identically. Checking both spherical and simulated three-dimensional density distributions, we find perfect agreement within discretization errors.
By relating the observable W cl,2D to the desired quantity W cl , equation (5) sidesteps the need to adopt values for R cl and a in estimates based on α cl (although one must still specify a two-dimensional cloud boundary). Furthermore, ψ cl,2D and W cl,2D are easy to compute from Σ cl using convolution with the appropriate Green's function:
Although this is a step toward directly evaluating 2T /|W|, several issues remain. First, one must estimate T from an additional data set. Second, one must somehow identify a projected cloud boundary and separate Σ cl from the rest of Σ, which usually includes foreground and background emission (partly in a physically associated cloud envelope). We comment on these issues below.
Kinetic energy
When evaluating T , one is limited by a lack of knowledge about motions in the plane of the sky, as only the thermal kinetic energy is guaranteed to be isotropic. However, defining T 2D to be triple the kinetic energy in line-of-sight motions,
and in this sense T 2D is an optimal estimate for T . Accordingly, σ cl,z is best defined via (5) and (7), we see that observational estimates of W cl and T are on exactly the same footing, in the sense that we have an observational estimate for each term whose average over orientations or viewing angles yields the correct value.
Estimation of the virial ratio
These relations motivate the approximation
in which the numerator and denominator are separately correct when averaged over orientations. While 2T /W cl is not equivalent to 2 T / W cl , equation α will be reasonably represented by α 2D so long as the dependence on viewing angle is not too strong. Furthermore, we anticipate that its error can be characterized in terms of properties of the observed maps, given prior expectations regarding the distribution of cloud properties. We explore these errors using numerical simulations in § 4.
Application to an ensemble of clouds
Insofar as each cloud is viewed at a random orientation, the net kinetic energy T tot = i T i and the net gravitational energy W tot = i W cl,i of an ensemble of clouds (labeled i) are approximated by i T 2D,i and i W cl,2D,i respectively, with increasing accuracy as the cloud population grows. For this reason, the net virial ratio α tot = 2T tot /|W tot | and the total (kinetic and gravitational) energy T tot + W tot can be determined without much of the variance caused by projection effects.
Nevertheless, a few caveats still apply to ensemblebased calculations.
Relatively similar-mass clouds should be considered; otherwise, a small number of the most massive objects will tend to dominate the total energy. Selection effects may be important, as objects are more easily identified if projected along a long axis. Finally, there could exist some organizing structure, like the magnetic field, Galactic disk, or spiral arms (e.g., Koda et al. 2006) , that prevents an average over the population from also being an average over orientations. The last effect should be detectable in correlations between cloud properties and sky position.
DISENTANGLING COLUMN DENSITIES
Another complication of having only projected data is that no outline on the sky can specify what threedimensional boundary encloses the cloud of interest. The line-of-sight ambiguity is less serious if there is evidence of a single density maximum. Regardless, the two-dimensional boundary is guaranteed to include foreground and background material, some of which is physically associated to, and contiguous with, the cloud of interest.
We focus here on how to estimate the cloud column directly from Σ and a chosen cloud outline -which of course should be covered by the molecular emission used to derive velocities and temperatures. (We set aside for now the fact that line emission, by virtue of its density dependence, may allow one to sidestep some of the difficulties associated with projection, while introducing uncertainties involving tracer abundance, line excitation, and radiative transfer.)
We therefore decompose Σ into three components: the cloud itself, a physically associated cloud "envelope", and unrelated foreground or background matter:
While this decomposition is not unique, several points guide an estimate for Σ cl if we assume that our projected cloud boundary contains a peak in Σ:
i− Σ cl continuously approaches zero toward the cloud boundary, because lines of sight at the cloud edge are tangent to a curved surface; and Σ cl is zero outside the boundary.
ii− Σ cl + Σ env is a continuous function of position that increases toward a local maximum within the cloud boundary, and correlates with molecular line emission from the cloud and envelope.
iii− Σ bg does not correlate with the other components and their molecular line emission.
iv− Each component of Σ is nonnegative.
These considerations provide some guidance regarding how to estimate Σ cl given only Σ and a two-dimensional cloud boundary. The very simplest is to ascribe the total column to the cloud and adopt Σ cl = Σ within the boundary. This is guaranteed to be an overestimate, however, if Σ is nonzero on the boundary. The next level of sophistication is to estimate Σ cl by subtracting a smooth function (representing Σ env + Σ bg ) that matches Σ at the boundary. While this guarantees Σ cl = 0 at the boundary, it tends to underestimate the central values of Σ cl because Σ env tends to be greater at the edge than in the boundary, i.e., limb brightened. A further refinement would be to account for this effect by modeling the contribution of the envelope within the cloud boundary, perhaps using an idealized hydrostatic model such as a Bonnor-Ebert sphere.
Finally, one can hope to recover the density distribution of the cloud and its envelope by analyzing the data in a relatively model-independent way, and use this reconstruction to isolate Σ cl . We propose one such reconstruction based on the Abel transform.
Abel transform reconstruction
Abel's transform (Abel 1826) allows one to reconstruct any axisymmetric density distributionρ(r) from its projection along a line orthogonal to the symmetry axis, Σ(R):ρ
and vice versa,
We use tildes for the axisymmetric problem to which Abel's transform applies, to distinguish it from the fully three-dimensional problem. A couple points motivate an attempt to adapt Abel's transform to the more general problem of reconstructing Σ cl (x, y) from Σ(x, y) and a cloud boundary contour. First, it is straightforward to reconstruct an axisymmetric cloud from column density data using the above equations. (Obtainρ(r) from equation 9; identify the cloud radius R cl from the corresponding boundary on the map; setρ(r) = 0 forr > R cl to obtainρ cl (r); then use equation 10 to determineΣ cl .) Second, the reconstructed Σ cl is accurate even if the line of sight is inclined, rather than normal to the symmetry axis.
Moreover, this reconstruction has the desired properties i-iv listed above.
Our strategy will be to distill our two-dimensional data into a one-dimensional functionΣ(R), use the transform to construct the functionΣ cl /Σ env as a function ofΣ relative to a chosen threshold value, and then apply this function to the two-dimensional data to estimate Σ cl /Σ env . We work under the assumption that the cloud boundary contains a maximum of Σ.
As a first step, we subtract from Σ a smooth function that does not correlate with the cloud, such as a loworder polynomial, to represent Σ bg . The result is an estimate for Σ cl + Σ env , although we continue to call it Σ for simplicity. We then restrict attention to a region larger than the cloud but associated with the cloud peak, in the sense that ∇Σ points inward toward the cloud.
To make our one-dimensional structure we flatten our maps of Σ and ∇Σ into one-dimensional lists, then sort them by Σ to createΣ and |∇ lnΣ|. (Here, a tilde indicates one-dimensional structure.) The list |∇ lnΣ| tends to correlate withΣ, but with significant scatter that arises because nonadjacent data is brought together by the sorting process. However, we find that smoothing this sorted list using a Gaussian window with a width of a few percent of the list length suffices to create an effectively continuous function: |∇ lnΣ|(Σ). (We work with the logarithmic gradient rather than the ordinary gradient because we wish the smoothing to represent a geometric mean rather than an arithmetic one.) From this we create the effective radius by numerical integra-
setting C so thatR = 0 at the maximum ofΣ. The negative sign arises from the condition that ∇Σ points toward the cloud peak in the region of interest. We can now obtainρ(R) from equation (10), truncate it at the radius for whichΣ(R) = Σ edge representing the average value on the cloud boundary), and then use equation (9) to deriveΣ cl . Our ultimate goal is to determineΣ cl /Σ as a function ofΣ/Σ edge , and to apply this to function to the two-dimensional data. In this application we estimate Σ edge (x, y) as an interpolation of values from the cloud boundary.
The result should be a method of background and envelope subtraction that is relatively model-independent, satisfies our requirements for a valid reconstruction, and is quite accurate for the case of an axisymmetric cloud observed from the side. We test these expectations in § 4.4.
CALIBRATION USING COMPUTED CLOUDS
We wish to verify and calibrate equation (8) and the techniques for disentangling Σ cl from Σ discussed in § 3. For a proof of principle we consider here only a few lowresolution numerical simulations of self-gravitational collapse, saving more extensive calculations and comparison to observations to future works. We perform nonmagnetized, effectively isothermal (adiabatic index 1.0001) simulations within the Flash code (Fryxell 2000) at fixed 64 3 resolution, with diode outflow boundary conditions, starting with a uniform spherical cloud, 25 cells in radius, within an atmosphere that is under-dense by a factor of 100 and initially in pressure equilibrium. The initial Jeans length is 1.78 initial cloud radii, which suffices to guarantee collapse of the cloud core despite a rarefaction wave from the edge. An initial velocity field of Mach number 0.29 in random cell-to-cell motions is imposed. This decays rapidly; but the velocity is also stirred with solenoidal accelerations on wavelengths of order the box length (and with an autocorrelation time of 4.2 initial freefall times), at a rate sufficient to cause the collapsing cloud to become flattened and filamentary during its collapse. Although our simulation allows for the creation of sink particles in regions whose density violates the Jeans criterion (Truelove et al. 1997) , we are careful to only consider outputs prior to sink particle creation in order to avoid having to account for the particles' gravity. The isothermal sound speed is σ th ; dimensional scales of length, mass, and time are not relevant in our analysis.
From each simulation we take output at evenly spaced times after the peak density exceeds the threshold density discussed below, but before the first sink particle forms, and for each of these times we generate three separate projections by choosing which axis is along the line of sight.
Within our simulation we consider the cloud to be the three-dimensional volume above a threshold density ρ edge , which we set an order of magnitude above the mean simulation density to ensure the cloud is strongly condensed. (This definition allows for the cloud to break into separate subvolumes, although this does not in fact happen.)
From this volume we compute projected maps. For projection along z these include Σ(x, y) = ρ dz, the total column density, and Σ cl (x, y) = ρ Θ cl,3d dz. (The integral is performed as a sum over cells, and the mask function Θ cl,3d = Θ(ρ − ρ edge ) is unity within the cloud volume, zero elsewhere.) Then M cl v cm = ρvΘ cl,3d d 3 r and Figure 2 . Apparent gravitational energy W cl,2D and apparent kinetic energy T2D are compared to the ideal values (W cl and T , respectively) for three orthogonal projections of the same simulation. To uncover the effect of finite resolution on these quantities, we make the same comparison after degrading the native 64 3 resolution to 32 3 (dashed lines) or enhancing it via interpolation to 128 3 (dotted lines).
Similarly the mass-averaged line-of-sight cloud velocity isv z (x, y) = v z ρΘ cl,3d dz/Σ cl , and the nonthermal velocity dispersion along the line of sight σ NT,z (x, y) is given by
Inference of of virial terms and the virial ratio
The first step is to assess how well T , W cl , and α cl can be estimated from observations of a simulated cloud, under the idealization that the maps of the cloud column, velocity, and velocity dispersion are all known without any ambiguity. The first two of these are inferred from three orthogonal projections of the same evolving cloud and plotted in Figure 2 . Focusing for the moment on the solid lines (native resolution results), we see that T 2D and W cl,2D deviate from T and W cl , respectively, as the cloud collapses and becomes more filamentary. The discrepancy is of order 20% in each quantity over the course of this run. In Figure 3 , we compare α cl with its observational estimate α 2D (expression 8). We note that while the two are clearly correlated, α 2D exhibits errors of up to 40%, comparable to the range of values spanned by α cl within the simulation.
The run of α cl in our simulation is quite limited compared to the range observed in molecular clouds, so we caution against drawing any strong conclusions from this exercise. However, it provides a preview of what might be found in more wide-ranging simulations. 
Resolution effects
The trends observed in Figures 2 and 3 are due in part to the development of an elongated rotating structure during the cloud's collapse. However, we require a means to separate this from finite-resolution effects, which also evolve during the simulation because our cloud occupies fewer resolution elements as it collapses. Although we have performed runs at different numerical resolution, these cannot be directly compared because they do not evolve in identical ways.
Our approach, therefore, is to consider the same 64 3 -resolution run after artificially degrading each output to 32 3 (by averaging), or enhancing it to 128 3 (by cubic interpolation). The results of this exercise are plotted as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. We see that finite resolution most severely affects W cl,2D /W cl , and that a factor of four in linear resolution can have a ∼ 20% effect on our inference of α. In fact our values for W cl,2D and W cl are both resolution dependent, as can be deduced from the diagonal shift with resolution in Figure 3 .
These points are equally relevant to the observational determinations of W cl,2D and α 2D , which must rely on maps of Σ cl obtained at finite resolution.
Comparing α 2D with α BM92
To ascertain whether it is worth the effort to compute α 2D , we provide a comparison with α BM92 in Figure 4 . To use equation (3) we require values for σ cl,z , R cl and M cl . For this comparison we adopt the same cloud boundary and cloud mass as for our computation of α 2D ; we take σ cl,z to be the mean of σ cl,z (x, y) within the map; and we set R cl so the cloud area is πR 2 cl . Figure 4 shows that α BM92 and α 2D both agree with α cl in the initial state; this is expected, as a uniform spherical cloud has a = 1. Both quantities then deviate from α cl , with α BM92 increasing relative to α 2D as the cloud's concentration increases and its surface becomes nonspherical.
It is important to note that these quantities are not directly comparable, because α 2D is a direct estimate for α cl , whereas α BM92 estimates α cl /a. Figure 4 shows, first, that both α 2D and α BM92 are unavoidably affected by projection effects when only projected quantities are available; second, that a increases as a cloud becomes more condensed; and third, that the value of a itself depends on viewing angle. We conclude α 2D provides a measure of a, and that it is equally useful as a direct estimate of α cl .
Calibration of techniques to disentangle Σ
An ability to estimate 2T /|W cl | from the projected cloud quantities is not much use if the cloud cannot be distinguished from other material along the line of sight. Here, we evaluate the strategies to determine Σ cl from Σ discussed in §3.
The first option (clipping) is to simply set Σ cl = Σ within the cloud boundary, ignoring the problem. The second (edge interpolation and subtraction) involves subtracting a smooth function that matches Σ on the cloud boundary, such as a spline interpolation. The third involves modeling the contribution of the envelope material and accounting for the fact that Σ env should be greater at the cloud periphery than in the center; for this we use Abel's transformation as discussed in §3.1.
The top panel of Figure 5 displays Σ and Σ cl derived from a single time step of our simulation, along with the projected cloud boundary (black line in the top left panel). Estimating Σ cl by clipping is equivalent to con- sidering only the region of Σ interior to this boundary. The bottom panels show two alternate methods of reconstruction: on the left, interpolation and subtraction of the edge value and on the right, reconstruction via Abel's transformation. Figure 6 demonstrates a horizontal slice at the vertical midpoint, allowing for more quantitative comparisons. As expected, clipping significantly over predicts Σ cl , while edge subtraction underestimates it. The Abel reconstruction is also imperfect, in that it overestimates the envelope contribution at the cloud edge and underestimates it at the center, but it performs the best of these three methods. This is apparent in Table 1 , in which we compare the values of T 2D , W cl,2D , and α 2D derived from these reconstructions with those from Σ cl . We note that the determination ofρ(r) fromΣ(R) has the tendency to amplify noise, due to the derivative in Abel's transform (equation 9 ). This appears to be mitigated by projection, as we do not observeΣ cl to be noisy. However, the robustness of Abel reconstruction merits further study.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed two sources of inaccuracy in the determination of the virial ratio from maps of an observed cloud: the estimation of the cloud's gravitational energy, and the separation of the cloud column from foreground and background matter. For the former problem we propose an estimate based on the energy of a sheet with the same Σ cl . For the latter, we propose a reconstruction based on Abel's transform. Both techniques provide exact results for idealized cases (perfectly resolved spherical and axisymmetric clouds, respectively) and appear to perform well in general. However, the effects of projection lead to significant errors for general Note-Error in inferred energies, and their virial ratio, arising from various techniques for disentangling Σ cl from Σ, for the projection shown in Figure  5 . Here 'true' refers to Σ cl derived from the three-dimensional simulation; all quantities are evaluated at the same, finite resolution. Figure 6 . Profile of a slice through a middle of a map generated from our 64 3 simulation at t = 1.28 t ff,0 . The black line is Σ cl ; the grey line is our interpolated value of Σ edge ; Σenv is shown in red and Σ cl in purple. Solid lines are computed directly from the simulation, while the dashed lines refer to reconstructions based on Abel's transformation.
three-dimensional structures, and we suspect these will be difficult to eliminate without additional information about the line-of-sight distribution of matter.
We envision two possible sources for this additional information, which should be the topic of future work. First, it may be that Gaia or a subsequent instrument will provide enough distances and extinctions to sources inside and surrounding a cloud for the three-dimensional distribution of dust to be mapped. This would also solve the problem of foreground and background subtraction and relieve distance ambiguities. Second, we have so far ignored the fact that molecular line emission also constrains the mass distribution (albeit in ways that depend on chemistry, excitation, and radiative transfer).
We find that finite resolution can lead to an underestimate of the gravitational binding energy, an effect that should be considered (and perhaps, statistically removed) when these techniques are applied to observations. We have not considered several additional difficulties that lie outside the scope of this paper, such as the contamination of cloud velocity and velocity dispersion maps by emission from foreground and background material, or the effects of excitation and radiation transfer on the tracer. In upcoming papers, we plan to further calibrate the techniques proposed here, and to apply them to molecular cloud data.
